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Objective
To create an exhibition space celebrating and pay tribute to Stanley Kubrick, 2001: a Space Odyssey. 
Having a mixture of illustrations and other mediums (such as sound design) to create a strange and 
wonderful experience, connecting the theme of science fiction and giving the opportunity to embrace open 
interpretation from the creatives and audience, since Stanley Kubrick encouraged this. 

“You're free to speculate as you wish about the philosophical and allegorical meaning of the film—and such 
speculation is one indication that it has succeeded in gripping the audience at a deep level—but I don't want 
to spell out a verbal road map for 2001 that every viewer will feel obligated to pursue or else fear he's missed 
the point.”



Target Audience
Since the film is reaching its 50th anniversary, our 
goal is to encourage young creatives to celebrate 
the film and its amazing achievements. To allow 
their minds to grasp the concepts presented in the 
film and have them channel this into their respected 
fields. Encouraging young creatives to take part in 
this project will hopefully encourage a younger 
audience who might not be to familiar to the film to 
find new interests in the ideas presented in the film 
as well as paying homage to the film. Igniting new 
perception and different opinions in the artwork is 
the goal.



Idea - Narrative
The Monolith, a black flat tablet, is one of the most 
important aspect of the story since it is the reason 
why certain occurrences happen in the film.  The 
Monolith is a machine built by extraterrestrials, and 
somehow triggers a considerable shift in evolution, 
starting with the ability to use tools and weaponry. It 
also influences the fictional history, particularly by 
encouraging humankind to progress with 
technological development and space travel.

The Monolith will be as a starting point for the story 
and how else it can affect other surrounding 
biological or non biological entities. This is still a 
work in progress and will have Jemimah, Zoe and 
Omar collaborating.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fictional_universe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_technology


Sections
The exhibition will have two sections where 
Illustration, Photography, Graphic Design, can 
contribute to the project.

Section-A, will have 10-15 A0 illustrated posters 
created by different illustrators tributing the film. Each 
poster will be digitally printed.

Section-B, will have 3 A0 poster pieces that will 
follow the unique narrative within the Space Odyssey 
universe. They will be displayed separately to the 
other posters. The work is not creatively restricted as 
long as it shows the main objective. Each poster will 
be digitally printed on canvas if possible.

We will set briefs and invite contributors to the 
project. All pre-planning will developed and then 
finalised for 8th January and begin installation for the 
16th January



Section A   
10 A0 posters
• The 15 poster will incorporate visual representation 

of the film.

• It will also incorporate specific themes such as; 
Evolution, Space, AI, Technology and the Philosophy 
of Humanity.

• This would be an example of what the posters would 
look like.

• Illustrating a specific scene; such as the ape using 
the bone as a tool and weapon.

• The relationship between humanity and this 
extraterrestrial machine.

• The astronaut being lost in space.

• Visually interpreting what the monolith is capable of.

• Several examples of already existing illustrations >









Section B   
3 A0 narrative poster

• 3 A0 posters sized pieces.

• Each section will be worked on by one individual artist.

• The posters will merge together and purposefully present a unique visual narrative and force the target 
audience to interpret the work themselves.

• At the bottom is an example of a five page continuous story taken from Omar Hernandez, Relic. This is an 
example of one illustration with a story broken up into 4-5 illustrations. 





Sound
The soundscape of 2001 a Space Odyssey is 
instantly recognisable, whether it be an epic 
opening scene to a haunting almost like requiem 
signify the coming of something that we as 
humans do not quite understand. Kubrick finds a 
unique balance of imagery and sound, with 
hardly any dialogue in the film, the soundtrack 
and sound design is extremely important to 
create this immersive experience. Our goal is to 
also use sound to compliment each piece of 
work created for the exhibition. 

Collaborating with talented sound design student 
gives them opportunity to contribute to this 
tribute project and also work on something a bit 
different. It will also give the exhibition a unique 
quality, where the theme of science fiction and 
open interpretation meet to create a wonderful 
experience, visually and auditory.



Sound Collaboration



Setup - Media Block
Lighting - Ideally to set the mood for the exhibition lighting would be desirable but not essential. Having spot light 
either on top or underneath several posters.

Wall Paint - Although not essential there could be a colour palette for the walls to compliment the illustrations. 
Either black (monolith) or a dark red (Hal 9000). 

Poster Finish - Each of the tribute posters from Section A will be printed on premium matte paper with a nice 
finish. Section B illustrations will ideally be produced on canvas print.

Sound Equipment - Headphones and a media source will need to be provided. Collaboration with sound design 
will help assess what exactly needs to be done.

Soundscape - As well as having individual soundscape experience the idea to have the space fill with music 
either from the film or again a soundtrack designed by sound designers.

Zine placement- The idea to print the contributed illustrations into a free Zine like publication for the audience and 
public. This can be another way to promote the illustrators work to a wider audience. They will be placed around 
the space and in other places where they can be easily picked up.



Setup - Media Block
Facing media Block

Exiting media Block



• Black panels indicate where the illustration 
will be placed.

• 5 on either side of the walls
• In the front of the space will be the three 

illustrations.
• Labels will be put beside each work, giving 

details of the artists and sound designer.
• Maybe a particular object could be placed in 

the middle of the space, work in progress.

Concept



Timeline of work
• 13th November - We will set specific briefs and 

invite contributors to the project. 

• 24th November - All Contributors must be found.

• 27th November - Narrative for Section B should 
be completed, art work shall commence.

• 29th of December - All artwork must be 
completed (1 week extension if needed).

• 30th December - 3rd January: Zine prep/
finalised

• 8th January: Zine printed

• 8th January - 16th January: Installation prep/
exhibition completion.



Estimated Budget
Section A Posters (quotes from Captain Cyan)
10 A0 Posters - Standard matte - £140
10 A0 Posters - premium matte - £230

Section B Posters (quotes from Captain Cyan)
3 A0 Canvas Posters - £240

Zine Print (quote newspaper club)
50 copies 16 page 55gsm - £156
100 copies 16 page 55gsm - £280

Soundscape
Headphones - £5 - £10
Sound Equipment - TBA

Space
Wall paint - £15
x4 - £60
Brushes - £5
x4 - £20
Paint rollers - £8
x4 - £32
Long arm paint rollers - £8
x2 - £16

Others
Newspaper art paper - £15


